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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

This speculative opinion is based on an apparent dream caused by
Donald Trump’s decision to withdraw the U.S. from the Paris
Agreement. The account includes a comparison between arguments
against the abolition of slavery and those against ending a fossil-fuel
based economy in favor of sustainability through a green approach.
Recent social disturbance in France shows that a carbon tax has not
been persuasively advocated. But it should be clear that unchanged
laissez-faire economics will produce disaster in light of the facts about
global heating and climate change. This account is based on historical
and contemporary quotations from American political ﬁgures from
both the XIX and XXI centuries. The parallels raise fundamental issues
of human rights.

Climate change; fossil fuel;
slavery

Introduction
About three years ago, after I heard the declaration of President Donald J. Trump
announcing the withdrawal of the United States from the Paris Agreement on climate
change on the evening of 1 June 2016, I went to bed with a spinning head; not to say
a headache. As I was falling asleep, I happened to have a most curious dream. I was
transported to Washington D.C. I admired the ﬁne statue of the Marquis de Lafayette
near the parish church of St John and continued beyond the White House to the
Capitol.
There I was permitted to enter and could observe a gathering of powerful but limited
men debating in their Senate, and one in particular struck me as persuasive. The
Honorable – and famous – Senator James H. Hammond, former Governor of South
Carolina, was coming back from the 1850s! In his old fashioned suit and with his old
Southerner’s ante-Bellum accent and expressions, he gave us a well-honed and balanced
speech, as the great orator he was, to defend the Presidential decision on the Paris
Agreement. Hammond proceeded to argue most strangely for the perpetuation of
a series of injustices and inconveniences to his countrymen – and indeed the whole
of humanity. Yet no-one stood up to interrupt him or defy him.
Troubled by this, I rose from my broken sleep and immediately tried to record what
I had heard. It struck me as I wrote how terribly deranged the views were of this
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Senator, for he seemed to evoke a more barbarous time when men enslaved others and
pretended to uphold values which they deﬁled by their contrary behavior day by day.
When I had written down Hammond’s speech, I seemed to see in the corner of the
room a man with a tall top hat laughing bitterly, who when I challenged him replied
‘Drake, Colonel Drake, Monsieur’ – and vanished.
My mind is seared with the recollection of that speech and it was as follows:
Hon. James H. Hammond; Senator
US Senate April 12, 2016:
“Use of energy has existed from early time as historical records furnish any
information of the social and political condition of mankind. Fortunately for the
United States, we found a source of energy adapted to our hand. A source of
energy available to our own but eminently qualiﬁed temper and vigor.
King Oil is a profound statesman, and knows what measures will sustain his
throne. He has no evidence that renewable energies can make the economy
grow, but in the capacity of oil. It is his policy, therefore, to defeat all schemes of
green transition.
Hundreds of thousands of individual cases of green energy use have existed in
this country in the last two decades. A very few have acquired considerable
amounts of eﬃciency. With few exceptions, the green energy, in every part of
this country, is a nuisance, and noted for side eﬀects. Accordingly, I do not think
that green energies should be our source of energy, either by law or necessity.
There are about one thousand billion US$ invested in the Oil industry at
this moment in the United States If we give shareholders about sixty percent of
their values, as it could scarcely be expected that this Government would undertake to green our source of energy without paying for it, the value would amount
to upwards of six hundred billions of dollars. The thing is physically impossible!
Do not these very simple statistics speak volume upon this subject? It is gravely
recommended to the United States to give up species of richness which constitutes nearly one third of the wealth of the whole country and almost one-half
to encounter the additional enormous expense of material investments. Vain and
delusive hope, if any were ever wild enough to entertain it! Our interests must
inevitably suﬀer by the transition to renewable energy. In a pecuniary point of
view, the banishment of King Oil would be an act of suicide. The veriest
smatterer in political economy cannot but perceive the ruinous tendency of
such a measure.
Europe, in her frequent frenzies, at length destroyed all her production
capacity by her green transition. These playful choices have failed everywhere. It
is not that the industrial capacities do not exist; but that this and the other great
goods can never be produced as articles of wide extended commerce, except by a
carbon economy. We will be soon out of the Paris Agreement. We deem this
peculiar question of oil use of very little importance. The issue is made throughout the world on the general subject of oil in the abstract.
The socialists of Europe and American liberals have all advocated the
association of oil energy as the great means for reforming the evils of society.
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The founders and preachers of socialism had all observed and earnestly appreciated these evils.
My belief is our power over this question is extremely limited. If I wanted
Congress to abolish oil use, in all places where it has the power to do so under
the Constitution, this shall be actuated by a desire to establish peace and security
and maintain the Constitution rather than impair it. Let oil use be left with the
States alone. The subject is beyond the power of the President. He has no right to
touch it in any shape or form, or to make it the subject of deliberation or
discussion.
In speaking of the economical connections of oil use with the other
material interests of the world, we have called it a tri-partite alliance. It is
more than this. It is quadruple. Its structure includes four parties, arranged
thus: The Europeans; the developing nations, the Asian manufacturers; and the
liberals! Abolitionism is an alliance with China.
In France, and in California the experiment has already failed, if we are
to form our opinions from the discontent of the masses, or to believe the
evidence of the Socialists, Communists, and a thousand other sects that have
arisen in these countries, and threaten to subvert the whole social fabric. The
leaders of these sects, at least in France, comprise within their ranks the greater
number of the most cultivated and profound minds in the nation, who have
made government their study. Add to the evidence of these social philosophers,
who watching closely the working of the system have proclaimed to the world its
total failure, and we have conclusive proof that the green transition has not
conduced to enhance the comfort or the happiness of the people. The greatest
strength of the United States arises from the harmony of her political and social
institutions. It was this brought on the American Revolution. We threw oﬀ a
Government not adapted to our social system, and made one for ourselves. The
question is, how far have we succeeded? The United States is satisﬁed, harmonious, and prosperous, but demands to be alone.
Their cause in all things related to oil is intrinsically sound. They have
able writers and thinkers, sound logicians, excellent conscientious men, who are
writing telling truths, which must be eﬀective in dispelling this dark cloud of
fanaticism. There shall be given to the clear, truth-loving minds an opportunity
for calm and dispassionate examination of the question. The continued agitation
of the oil use question, and the nefarious practices of the Greens have in some
degree modiﬁed the relations between the consumer and oil. This is but one of
the melancholy fruits of that philanthropical fanaticism, which injures by every
movement which it makes those that it pretends so sympathetically to serve.
All the powers of the earth cannot change climate. God only can do it
when he repeals the ﬁat.”

Response
Those words hit me as I was remembering Professor Richard Lazarus’s suggestion to
defeat the social resistance to greenhouse gas regulations with a strategy that removes
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the subject from ordinary political processes in order to discuss the possibility of a ban
through a constitutional amendment [1].
We do have ‘historical examples of social change movements achieving the ultimate precommitment of constitutional amendment’ like the ‘success of the abolition movement in
achieving the adoption of the Thirteenth Amendment in the nineteenth century’ [2] as
‘legislation that aﬀects a radical social or economic restructuring not uncommonly meets
judicial resistance, often in the form of recognition or expansion of previously unrecognized –
fundamental rights – protected by the Due Process Clause of the Fifth and Fourteenth
Amendments’ [2]. Eventually, the necessary ban of fossil fuels would place such progressive
transformations in ‘the magnitude and abbreviated timeframe (. . .) as the elimination of
slavery, school desegregation, gender and race equality, and prohibition’ [2]; ‘while climate
activism has begun to take on the mantle of the – New Abolitionism–’ [2]. Those words, those
terms, ﬁnally led me to the very same consideration as Professor Karl S. Coplan: ‘climate
change might cease to be a wicked problem if the global community – prompted by leadership from the most powerful nations – came to realize that burning fossil fuels in an
industrialized world is always unsustainable and a violation of basic human values due to
the harms it causes, as the global community eventually came to view slavery’ [2] as ‘the
underlying issue framing is one of social justice and altruism’ since we do have ‘aggrieved
parties’ relating to both subjects: ‘slaves for abolitionists’ and ‘future generations for climate
activists’ [2].

Materials and methods
Fictional ‘Hon. James H. Hammond’ speech, 2016’
To build the ﬁctional ‘King Oil’ speech, I used diﬀerent quotations from the XIX
century debate on slavery [3–8]. Only quotations from prominent contemporaries of
the slavery debates have been used (political leaders, scholars, lobbyists and writers).
I inverted historical words linked to slavery and to the African-American people
condition with today’s vocabulary regarding fossil fuel and climate change.
Figure 1 displays and decrypts the very same ﬁctional speech with all the diﬀerent
inversions disclosed: words inverted are presented between inverted commas and
a glossary is available in Table 1B. References, considered as historical materials, are
listed in the text (a) to (s) and sources are available in Table 1A. Finally, I have
actualized costs.
Defending the indefensible: slavery v. fossil fuel
I have established a list of 12 arguments linking the historical slavery abolition debate to
the current fossil fuel abolition debate and I organized them in 4 categories. Arguments
are identiﬁable through the references added to the ﬁctional ‘Hon. James H. Hammond’
speech, 2016’ decrypted (see the supplementary text): the 12 historical arguments are
listed ‘a1’ to ‘a12’.
The comparison with today’s argumentation is possible through Tables 2–5: Rational
arguments (Table 2: a1 to a3), Economic arguments (Table 3: a4–a6), Political arguments (Table 4: a7–a9) & Theoretical arguments (Table 5: a9–a12).
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Fictional “Hon. James H. Hammond’ speech, 2016” decrypted:
Hon. James H. Hammond; Senator
US Senate – April 12, 2016:
“– [Use of energy] has existed from early time as historical records furnish any information of the social and
political condition of mankind.(a) – Fortunately for the [United States], we found a [source of energy] adapted
(…) to our hand. A [source of energy] [available] to our own but eminently qualified temper (and) vigor. (b) –
[a1]
– [King Oil] is a profound statesman, and knows what measures will sustain his throne. He has no evidence
that [renewable energies] can make the [economy] grow, but in the capacity of [oil]. It is his policy, therefore,
to defeat all schemes of [green transition].(c) – [a2]
– Hundreds of thousands of individual cases of [green] [energy use] (…) have existed in this country in the
last two [decades]. (…) A very few have acquired considerable amounts of [efficiency]. (…) With few
exceptions, the [green] [energy], in every part of this country, is a nuisance, and noted for [side effects].(d) –
Accordingly, I do not think that [green energies] should be our [source of energy], either by law or necessity.(e)
– [a3]
– There are about [one thousand] [billion] US$ invested in the [Oil industry] at this moment in the United
States (…) If we give [shareholders] about sixty percent of their values, as it could scarcely be expected that
this Government would undertake to [green] our [source of energy] without paying for it, the value (…) would
amount to upwards of [six hundred] [billions] of dollars. (…) The thing is physically impossible!”(f) “Do not
these very simple statistics speak volume upon this subject? It is gravely recommended to the [United States]
to give up species of [richness] which constitutes nearly one third of the wealth of the whole [country] and
almost one-half to encounter the additional enormous expense [of material investments] (…) Vain and delusive
hope, if any were ever wild enough to entertain it! (g) – [a4]
– Our “interests must inevitably suffer by the [transition] to [renewable energy] (…) In a pecuniary point of
view, the banishment of [King Oil] (…) would be an act of suicide. The veriest smatterer in political economy
cannot but perceive the ruinous tendency of such a measure.(h) – [a5]
– [Europe], in her frequent frenzies, at length destroyed all her [production capacity] by her [green transition]
(…) These playful choices have failed everywhere. It is not that the [industrial capacities] do not exist; but that
this and the other great [goods] can never be produced as articles of wide extended commerce, except by a
[carbon economy].(i) – We will be soon [out] of the [Paris Agreement]. We deem this peculiar question of [oil
use] of very little importance. The issue is made throughout the world on the general subject of [oil] in the
abstract.(j) – [a6]
– The socialists of Europe (…) and [American liberals] have all advocated the association of [oil energy] as
the great means for reforming the evils of society (…) The founders and preachers of socialism had all observed
and earnestly appreciated these evils.(k) – [a7]
– My belief is our power over this question is extremely limited. (…) If I wanted Congress to abolish [oil use],
in all places where it has the power to do so under the Constitution, (…) in this he is actuated by a desire to
establish peace and security and maintain the Constitution rather than impair it. Let [oil use] be left with the
States alone.(l) – The subject is beyond the [power] of the [President]– He has no right to touch it in any shape
or form, or to make it the subject of deliberation or discussion.(m) – [a8]
– In speaking of the economical connections of [oil use] with the other material interests of the world, we have
called it a tri-partite alliance. It is more than this. It is quadruple. Its structure includes four parties, arranged
thus: The [Europeans]; the [developing nations], the [Asian manufacturers]; and the [liberals]! (…)
Abolitionism is an alliance with [China].(n) – [a9]
– In France, and in [California] the experiment has already failed, if we are to form our opinions from the
discontent of the masses, or to believe the evidence of the Socialists, Communists, (…) and a thousand other
(…) sects that have arisen in these countries, and threaten to subvert the whole social fabric. The leaders of
these sects, at least in France, comprise within their ranks the greater number of the most cultivated and
profound minds in the nation, who have made government their study. Add to the evidence of these social
philosophers, who watching closely the working of the system have proclaimed to the world its total failure,
(…) and we have conclusive proof that the [green transition] has not conduced to enhance the comfort or the
happiness of the people.(o) – The greatest strength of the [United States] arises from the harmony of her political
and social institutions. (…) It was this brought on the American Revolution. We threw off a Government not
adapted to our social system, and made one for ourselves. The question is, how far have we succeeded? The
[United States], so far as concerned, is satisfied, harmonious, and prosperous, but demands to be alone. (p) –
[a10]
– Their cause in all things related to [oil] is intrinsically sound. (…) They have able writers and thinkers, sound
logicians, excellent conscientious men, who are writing telling-truths, which must be effective in dispelling this
dark cloud of fanaticism, so soon as the party burly created by session shall have given the clear, truth loving
minds (…) an opportunity for calm and dispassionate examination of the question.(q) – The continued agitation
of the [oil use] question, and the nefarious practices of the [greenies] (…) have in some degree modified the
relations between the [consumer] and [oil]. (…) This is but one of the melancholy fruits of that philanthropical
fanaticism, which injures by every movement which it makes those that it pretends so sympathetically to serve.(r)
– [a11]
– All the powers of the earth cannot [change climate]. God only can do it when he repeals the fiat.” (s) – [a12]

Figure 1.
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Table 1A. Historical references – Fictional ‘Hon. James H. Hammond’ speech, 2016’.
Reference
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
(k)
(l)
(m)
(n)
(o)
(p)
(q)
(r)
(s)

Author
E. Ruﬃn
J. H. Hammond
D. Christy
E. Ruﬃn
J. H. Hammond
J. H. Hammond
T. R. Dew
W. L. Garrison
J. H. Hammond
G. Fitzhugh
E. Ruﬃn
A. S. Diven
J. C. Calhoun
D. Christy
G. Fitzhugh
J. H. Hammond
S. Morse
G. F. Holmes
J. H. Hammond

Function
South planter & slavery activist
Governor of South Carolina
Author of ‘King Cotton’
South planter & slavery activist
Governor of South Carolina
Governor of South Carolina
Scholar
Slavery abolitionist
Governor of South Carolina
Slavery activist and author
South planter & slavery activist
US Senator
US Vice-president
Author of ‘King Cotton’
Slavery activist and author
Governor of South Carolina
Inventor
Scholar
Governor of South Carolina

Source
[3] p. 61.
[3] p. 86–87.
[4] p. 119.
[3] p. 76.
[3] p. 87.
[5] p. 10.
[4] p. 22–23.
[6] p. 70.
[8] p. 347.
[3] p. 61.
[3] p. 72.
[7]
[3] p. 56.
[4] p. 118–119.
[4] p. 34.
[3] p. 86.
[6] p. 255.
[4] p. 109.
[3] p. 87.

Quotations are considered as materials and, for parsimony reasons, only two of them
are given as examples to illustrate each argument. Lastly, only quotations from oﬃcials
have been used: political leaders (President, Governors, Congresswomen and
Congressmen) and important lobbyists (people who are able to interfere in the legislative process or inﬂuence public opinion).

Discussion
The American slavery paradox
The argumentation developed by some people to defend what is clearly indefensible is
deeply interrogating. The ending of the modern institution of slavery is the best
illustration. François-René de Chateaubriand, famous French writer, historian and
diplomat, described his arrival in the United States on 10 July 1791, in his posthumous
‘Mémoires d’outre-tombe’1 with this surprising testimony: ‘We were in sight of land. My
heart beat wildly when the captain pointed it out to me: America! (. . .) We entered
Chesapeake Bay (. . .) and soon trod American soil. Casting my gaze around me,
I remained motionless for a few moments. This continent, possibly unknown to both
ancient times and a series of modern centuries; (. . .) the supremacy of the European
monarchies shaken by this new world; an old social order ending in this young
America; a republic of a new kind announcing a change in the human spirit. (. . .)
We walked towards a house. (. . .) Black people were sawing timber. (. . .) A Negress,
thirteen or fourteen years old, almost naked and singularly beautiful, opened the gate
(. . .): it was a slave who welcomed me to the land of liberty’ [9].2 As he was running
away from the French Revolution as a nobleman and politician of the ‘Ancien Régime’,
Chateaubriand took his exile as an opportunity to discover the newly born American
Republic: a new state symbol of liberty and political freedom while France was struggling with the last jolts of her outdated absolute monarchist system at the edge of its
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Table 1B. Glossary – Fictional ‘Hon. James H. Hammond’ speech, 2016’.
Original
African
Agricultural staples
American Abolitionist
Black
Century
Character of the master
Congress
Colony
Colored men, Colored population
Cotton
Emancipation
Emancipated
England and France
English Manufacturers
England
Free
Independent
Inferior
Jurisdiction
King Cotton
Labor
Liberty and equality
Master
Million
Negro
North
Northern State (of this Union)
One sixth of our population
Owners
People
Property
Race
Removal
Slave
Slaveholding States
Slave labor
Slavery
Soil and climate
South
Southern States
Southern Planter
State of Virginia
State
Transportation and colonization on the coast of Africa
Vicious habits
Western Agriculturists
Whom

Modiﬁed
[oil]
[goods]
[liberals], [greeny]
[oil]
[decade]
[economy]
[President]
[production capacity]
[renewable energy]
[economy]
[green transition]
[green]
[Europe]
[Asian manufacturers]
[China]
[green]
[out]
[available]
[power]
[King Oil]
[oil energy], [energy], [oil]
[green transition]
[consumer]
[billion]
[oil], [energy]
[Paris Agreement]
[American liberals] or [California]
[King Oil]
[shareholders]
[economy]
[eﬃciency], [richness]
[source of energy], [use of energy]
[transition]
[oil], [energy], [source of energy], [oil industry]
[United States]
[carbon economy]
[oil], [oil use]
[industrial capacity]
[United States]
[United States]
[developing nation]
[United States]
[country]
[of material investments]
[side eﬀects]
[Europeans]
[what]

Industrial Revolution. The paradoxical fact that he was welcomed in the land of Liberty
by a young slave haunted his philosophical work.
It took more than 50 additional years to bring this paradox into the highlights of the
American political debate as President Abraham Lincoln identiﬁed slavery as the
absolute wrong. If any state establishes freedom as the core of its constitution, then
the institution of slavery is the total oxymoron to the institutions of this very state itself.
In the post-American and French Revolutions era: ‘if slavery is not wrong; nothing is
wrong’ [10]. For our modern societies born with the ‘Lumières’ philosophical movement, slavery should have clearly appeared to anyone as the complete denial of our new

Nature of the
argument
Code
Argument
Examples
Natural
a1
– As nature has placed some races ‘Well, ﬁrst of all, I’m not a believer
above others, ‘whites’ above
in global warming. And I’m not
‘blacks’, humans are tight to the
a believer in man-made global
very nature of things and could
warming. It could be warming,
not possibly change facts as
and it’s going to start to cool at
racial hierarchy or earth climate.
some point. And you know, in
Climate is what it is and will be
the early, in the 1920s, people
as it is with or without humans’
talked about global cooling. (. . .)
intervention.
They thought the Earth was
cooling. Now, it’s global
warming. (. . .) I believe there’s
change, and I believe it goes up
and it goes down, and it goes up
again. And it changes depending
on years and centuries.’
‘I do not believe it’s man-made.
And I am not convinced that it’s
a fact. (. . .) I think for the last
15 years we haven’t had any
warming. I think you go back,
we had a Medieval warm period
where we were growing crops in
Greenland. We could do that,
maybe if we kept the warming
up.’
Humility
a2
– As ‘white’ men are not as strong ‘Climate is changing and climate
as ‘black’ men to manage
has always changed and always
certain physical tasks, humans
will. (. . .) Some people who are
are not that powerful to change
so arrogant to think they are so
a big thing as the climate
powerful they can change
climate. Man can’t change
climate.’
‘God still up there. The arrogance of
people to think that we, human
beings, would be able to change
what He is doing in the climate
is to me outrageous’

Table 2.

US Senator

US Senator

J. Inhofe

J. Inhofe

Function
US Presidential
candidate, now US
President

US Congressman

Author

K. Rothfus

D. J. Trump

(Continued)

Bruenig, E., 2015, Why Do
Evangelicals Like James
Inhofe Believe That Only
God Can Cause Climate
Change?, The New
Republic.

Goldenberg, S., 2015, US
Senate refuses to accept
humanity’s role in global
climate change – again,
The Guardian.

Public meeting aired on
Youtube, 2010. Available
online at: https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=
UEUA2MYRI8U

Source
Hewitt, H., 2015, Donald
Trump Returns.
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Hoax

a3

Nature of the
argument
Code

Argument

– As ‘black’ people are not truly
human and not able to take
care of themselves, belonging
to an inferior race, climate
change is not a true scientiﬁc
fact. It belongs to some
intentional lies.

Table 2. (Continued).
Examples
‘To my knowledge, nobody has
J. Inhofe
uttered the term “global
warming” since 2009. It’s been
completely refuted in most
areas . . . Those people who
really believe that the world’s
coming to an end because of
global warming (. . .), we call
those people alarmists . . . I really
believe it’s the greatest hoax ever
perpetrated on the American
people.’
‘The consensus has been for some T. Poe
time that global warming,
climate change, continues
because man is the perpetrator.
Now we are beginning to learn
that may not be true, that there
is not a consensus that there is
global warming or climate
change.’

Author

Congressional Record, 2009,
155: H14948-H14949.

US Congressman

Source
Politica board, 2013, Climate
skeptics in Congress,
Politico.

Function
US Senator
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a5

Competitivness

(Continued)

Examples
Author
Function
Source
‘Representatives (. . .) should remember S. Palin
Governor of
Palin, S., 2009, The politicization of
that good environmental
Alaska, former
the Copenhagen climate
policymaking is about weighing realcandidate to the
conference: Opinion, The
world costs and beneﬁts. (. . .) I saw
US ViceWashington Post.
the impact of changing weather
presidency
patterns ﬁrsthand while serving as
governor of our only Arctic state.
(. . .) But while we recognize the
occurrence of these natural, cyclical
environmental trends, we can’t say
with assurance that man’s activities
cause weather changes. We can say,
however, that any potential beneﬁts
of proposed emissions reduction
policies are far outweighed by their
economic costs. And those costs are
real.’
‘I think the climate change is just
D. J. Trump US President
Jacobson, L., 2016, Yes, Donald
a very, very expensive form of tax.’
Trump did call climate change
a Chinese hoax, Politifact.
– Freeing slaves will make the cotton ‘For the past decade, California has
S. Knight
US Congressman
Sharp, C., 2014, Strickland debate
industry collapse and the Southern
embarked on a rash mission to
the 25th congressional district
economy crash. Comparatively,
curtail global warming. While there
issues, The SCV Beacon.
environmental policies will damage
are several problems surrounding
the competitiveness of the US
this campaign, the main one is
economy and hurt the economic
economic in nature: we are adopting
development.
policies that are not embraced
elsewhere in the world, at the
expense of our economic future.’
‘Global warming policy here is ahead of M. Roby
US
Roby, M., 2014: Declaration on her
the science. Rep. Roby supports an
Congresswoman
oﬃcial website. Available online
“all-of-the-above” approach to
at: https://roby.house.gov/robyenergy that would boost domestic
news/al-representatives-voiceproduction, decrease reliance on
opinions-new-climate-assessment
foreign energy, and develop clean
and renewable sources that can
power future generations. We can do
all that without overly-burdensome
environmental policies that raise
energy prices and stiﬂe economic
growth.’

Code
Argument
a4
– As freeing slave would cost too
much in compensation of
slaveowners, moving to a carbonfree economy would result in
unacceptable costs for the
taxpayers.

Nature of the argument
Financial

Table 3.
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Code

a6

Nature of the argument

Eﬀectivness

Table 3. (Continued).
Argument

Examples

Author

Function

– Instead of spending time dealing
‘We should be focused on magniﬁcently D. J. Trump US President
with the regulation of non-issues
clean and healthy air and not
like slavery or climate change, let’s
distracted by the expensive hoax
focus on real problems.
that is global warming!’
‘I don’t think we know for certain how D. Bacon
US Congressman
much of climate change is being
caused by normal cyclical changes in
weather vs. human causes. I support
legislation that allows for continued
incremental improvement in our
environment, but oppose extreme
measures that create signiﬁcant
economic and job disruption.’

Source

Lincoln Journal Star, 2016. Available
online at: https://journalstar.com/
news/local/govt-and-politics/elec
tions/don-bacon/article_4a8fee32db16-5bd4-a5bb-2c19a171999b.
html

Twitter @realDonalTrump, 2016.
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\Examples
‘Global warming is scare tactic used by
groups with a political agenda.
While I support protecting the
environment, the green agenda
pushes it way beyond common
sense.’
‘All this concern with the eﬀects of
global warming is another
manifestation of being politically
correct.’
– The US constitution protect ‘The Administration’s position regarding
the sovereignty of the
the Paris Agreement is particularly
Nation and respect the
alarming (. . .): the Agreement
competences of its member
negotiated in December has all the
states. Policies to abolish
hallmarks of a treaty that should be
slavery or to enhance
submitted to the Senate for its
environmental programs
advice and consent under Article II,
shall meet all constitutional
Section 2 of the U.S. Constitution.’
requirements. But they are ‘The U.S. Senate will not be ignored. If
not.
the president wishes to sign the
American people up to a legally
binding agreement, the deal must go
through the Senate. There’s no way
around it.’
– Foreign nations as France,
‘The concept of global warming was
considering the slavery
created by and for the Chinese in
issue, or China, considering
order to make U.S. manufacturing
the climate change hoax,
non-competitive.’
have an agenda to destroy ‘The problem has to be addressed with
the US economy.
market-based solutions rather than
government. I support energy
conservation, nuclear energy and
encouraging technology to burn
clean burning coal. I don’t support
a cap and trade policy. I don’t
support an energy tax. If it’s such
a swell idea, let China go ﬁrst.’

a8

a9

Legal

Foreign
interference

Nature of the
argument
Code
Argument
Campaigning
a7
– Politicians contesting the
necessity of slavery or
arguing about climate
change are campaigning
and trying to appear
progressist to cast vote.

Table 4.

J. N. Kennedy US Senator

US Presidential candidate, now
US President

US Senator

J. Inhofe

D. J. Trump

US lobbyist

S. Grove

Bridges, T., 2016, Only one major U.S.
Senate candidate in Louisiana
thinks global warming is priority,
The Advocate.

Twitter @realDonalTrump, 2012.

Byas, S., 2015, Obama climate deal
would reduce power of Congress
and U.S. Sovereignty, The New
American.

Grove, S., 2016, Paris Climate
Promise: A Bad Deal for America.
In: Testimony before the
Committee on Science, Space, &
Technology, United States House
of Representatives.

Yound, D., 2000, Letter, The Times.

D. Yound

UK Lord temporal

Source
Farenthold, B., 2016: Declaration on
his oﬃcial website. Available
online at: https://blake.com

Author
Function
B. Farenthold US Congressman
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Code
a10

a11

Nature of the
argument
Cultural

Social

Table 5.

– Some social elites think they know
better than the People. In fact, the
society does not need anybody, as
smart or rich he/she is, to lecture
the People about what it should do
or should be.

Argument
– Slavery is a part of the Southern
culture; a culture Northerners will
never understand but will have to
respect. Consummation society is
consubstantial to the American way
of life. Any other nation may
choose the way of development it
pleases its people, but the world
has to respect the path US chose
for itself.

US Congressman

P. Roberts

White House Press Secretary

US Congressman

A. Fleischer

‘That’s a big no. (. . .) The president
believes it should be the goal of
policymakers to protect the
American way of life. The American
way of life is a blessed one.’
‘I have seen over the years that most
environmental radicals come from
wealthy or upper-income
backgrounds . . . I agree that human
activity has eﬀected the climate, but
not to the extent some extremists
claim.’
‘There’s no question there’s some global
warming, but I’m not sure what it
means. A lot of this is condescending
elitism.’

Function
US Congressman

J. J. Duncan

Author
J. Banks

Examples
‘I believe that climate change in this
country is largely leftist propaganda
to change the way Americans live
and create more government
obstruction and intrusion in our
lives.’

(Continued)

Carpenter, T., 2010, Oil, gas
industry: It’s not our fault, The
Topeka-Capital Journal.

Duncan, J.J., 2016: Declaration on
his oﬃcial website. Available
online at: https://duncan.
house.gov/issue/environmentand-global-warming

Claussen, E., and Diringer, E.,
2007, U.S. Exceptionalism and
Climate Change – Part II, The
Globalist.

Source
Francisco, B., 2016, 3rd district
rivals sound oﬀ at forum, The
Journal Gazette.
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Code

a12

Nature of the
argument

Religious

Table 5. (Continued).
Examples
‘I believe there’s been climate change
since the beginning of time. (. . .) Do
I think man has some impact? Yeah,
of course. Can man change the
entire universe? No. (. . .) Why do
I believe that? Well, as a Christian,
I believe that there is a creator in
God who is much bigger than us.
And I’m conﬁdent that, if there’s
a real problem, he can take care of
it.’
‘The earth will end only when God
declares it is time to be over. Man
will not destroy this earth. This earth
will not be destroyed by a ﬂood.’

Argument

– God created Earth with races under
a climate that ﬁt the human needs.
All believers shall respect the
Creation of God. Races cannot be
erased, and climate cannot be
changed, except God decides so.

US Congressman

J. Shimkus

Function
US Congressman

Author
T. Walberg

Source

Shimkus, J., 2009. In: Hearing at
the U.S. House Subcommittee
on Energy and Environment.
Available online at: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?fea
ture = player_embedded&v = _
7h08RDYA5E

Gajanan, M., 2017, Republican
Congressman Says God Will
‘Take Care Of’ Climate Change,
Time.
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way of life. Accordingly, the only remedy to slavery should have naturally appeared as
a simple, unquestionable and immediate ‘abolition’.
On the contrary, Americans were widely opposed to the abolition of slavery and the
abolitionist movement was far from united with a variety of diﬀerent reformers [11].
Slavery was ﬁnally abolished by a non-abolitionist president [12], after the most terrible
war Americans have ever fought. In this dark period of the US history, we have to
consider the 1865 abolition of slavery as miraculous and almost accidental; rendered
possible thanks to a combination of favorable circumstances as congressmen of the
Southern states were not sitting in the US Congress and the Civil war was eventually
won by the North.3 Even so, the majority in the House was tight,4 and some states,
including Northern ones,5 rejected the ratiﬁcation of the amendment.6 Today, as ‘the
climate movement (at least in the United States) consciously models itself on the civil
rights movement’, it ‘bears some unfortunate similarities to the temperance movement
of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, and needs to become more like the globally
successful movement for the abolition of slavery of the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries’ [2].
Resilience of outdated way of life v. necessity of abolitions
This capacity of the People to ﬁnd arguments to preserve an economic and social status
quo is symptomatic of the incapacity of our political systems to consider the general
interest through the long term and global policies. The recent ‘yellow vests’ movement
that took place in France started with the rejection of a very limited carbon tax. More
than the economic impact of the taxing measures decided by the French Government,7
people feared for their way of life to be questioned as the automobile is the symbol of
free movement and the modern outer sign of social status [13]. Touching the ‘individual car’ seems like infringing upon the very identity of many, as questioning slavery
was putting the South on trial for what was considered the way of life in Dixieland.
Beyond the economic role of slavery in the South, owning slaves was deﬁnitely an
outer sign of social success and, at ﬁrst, Lincoln did not intend to abolish slavery as
Macron did not plan to abolish the use of individual cars. Lincoln wanted to limit the
propagation of slavery to the new US territories as the Union was expanding to the
West, and Macron wanted to limit the CO2 emissions as France was the initiator of the
Paris Agreement on climate change. Even those political moves were clearly underproportioned according to the basic human rights of millions of enslaved AfricanAmericans in the South, and to our planet’s need for protection from a major climate
disaster. Yet both limitations were considered by some citizens as a direct attack on
their way of life.
This very limited and initial move of both Lincoln, who was not an abolitionist, and
Macron, who is not an environmentalist, led directly to the breaking of the state of law
and to violence: in the United States by the secession of the Southern states and the
declaration of war against the Union, and in France by the broad call made on social
media to take the Presidential Palace in Paris and to abolish the Fifth French Republic.
What happened in France in November and December 2018 is far from anecdotal; the
country feared chaos and suﬀered extremely violent riots unseen since the bloody
Commune of 1871.8 Paris was under siege and a plan was settled to evacuate the
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President in the eventuality that demonstrators manage to reach the Elysée Palace that
had been as a precaution emptied of all nonessential personnel.
Of course, slavery and use of fossil fuels are two very diﬀerent things. But they are
some convergences between them. Both are linked to the system of production: handling v. industrialization, and both are a heavy threat to human rights [14]: slavery as it
reduces human beings to the status of things subject to appropriation and exploitation,
and fossil fuel as it creates the conditions of a massive humanitarian crisis that will ﬁrst
hurt people living in underdeveloped countries [15,16], with desertiﬁcation [17,18], and
destruction of agroecological areas [19,20]. ‘Burning fossil fuels results in greenhouse
gas emissions that will change the global climate in ways that will interfere with food
production and cause sea level rise. These changes will cause grievous harms to people
globally, from food shortages, ﬂooding, and civil strife as climate refugees move to
higher ground’ [21]. Those impacts will induce political instability [22,23], create food
insecurity and famines [24,25], threaten public health [26,27], and increase poverty
[28,29]; and will ‘drive millions from their homes through drought, famine, sea-level
rise and extreme storms like cyclones’ [30] as ‘the current U.S. and international
political climate suggests that an eﬀective response to climate change is also likely to
be reactive rather than proactive: that is, eﬀective measures to mitigate climate change
are not likely to be adopted until after grave humanitarian crises unambiguously caused
by climate change are apparent’ [2]. All those facts will eventually lead to armed
conﬂicts [31,32], and massive migrations of climate refugees [33,34]. And we cannot
ignore how much Africa, key point of the former triangular trade in human beings, is
sensitive to those parameters [35,36].
Consequently, as Professor Karl S. Coplan has established in an article that might be
wrongly considered as provocative, the only solution to fossil fuel use is naturally
a simple, unquestionable and immediate ‘abolition’ [2].9 We have one only planet,
and we are destroying it without any consideration for the survival of our civilization
[37]. It is a crime against humanity, and it is a crime against all the generations to come.
This crime is even aggravated by two facts. First, we know the total responsibility of
human activities for climate change through a strong scientiﬁc consensus.10 This leads
our state of mind to premeditation, with no room for an argument about any mitigating
circumstances. Second, alternative technologies are now available to capture quasiunlimited sources of renewable energy that could mitigate human impacts on climate
change [38,39]. Accordingly, as our ancestor emancipated themselves from the wrong
that was slavery, we must emancipate ourselves from the wrong that is the use of fossil
fuel.
Defending the indefensible: slavery v. fossil fuel
As Coplan has starkly declared: ‘At that point, the only way to avoid climate catastrophe
will be the cessation of emissions: the global abolition of fossil fuels’ [2]. Many arguments
are developed to postpone this choice of humanity and for humanity. It is a sorrow to
write it, but all those arguments are the same as the ones used 150 years ago by slavers
to defend slavery. This might also be considered as a provocative assertion, but it is
factual. And, just as they were 150 years ago, all those arguments are totally wrong.
I opened this opinion with a ‘fake real’ speech made only by using quotations from the
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mid-XIX American Century debate over slavery; Figure 1. Nothing was added and only
some words related to slavery have been replaced by others related to fossil fuel and
climate change; Table 1. But the archaic English syntax, the exercise works. Factually.
Accordingly, all those arguments can be listed into categories and compared to the
words used today by too many politicians11:
Rational arguments considering the ‘nature’ of the world, the necessary ‘humility’
of human beings toward the planet and science, and the scientiﬁc inaccuracy of the
facts asserted, i.e. the scientiﬁc ‘hoax’; Table 2.
● Economic arguments: the expensive ‘ﬁnancial’ cost of compensatory measures, the
damages to the ‘competitiveness’ of the US economy, and the necessary ‘eﬀectiveness’ of public policies; Table 3.
● Political arguments: the ‘campaigning’ agenda of some politicians using trendy
subject to get elected, the ‘legal’ issues relating to abolition, and the ‘foreign’
interferences in US politics and economy to hurt the country; Table 4.
● Theoretical arguments: the necessity of protecting the US ‘culture’ and way of life,
the ‘social’ patronizing of some elites, and the respect for ‘religious’ truths; Table 5.
●

We are judging severely and rightly our ancestors for the crimes they committed under
the slave-based economy. We will be judged severely and rightly by our descendants for
the crimes we are committing under the fossil fuel-based economy; and, if ‘some have
argued that no ethical responsibility is owed to persons not yet in existence’, Professor
Coplan demonstrates that ‘this argument fails on two grounds’: ‘ﬁrst, climate change is
harming and will harm people who already exist – today’s children will suﬀer the future
impacts of climate change’ and ‘second, there is no ethically-valid reason to ignore harms
to future persons’ because ‘future persons will have the same fundamental right to the
basic human needs for food and shelter as people now in existence’ [2].
All arguments we are using today to defend the indefensible destruction of the planet
will be considered as expressing the very same arguments used to defend the indefensible enslavement of brothers in humanity. Of course, the purpose of this opinion is not
to assimilate ourselves to slaveholders. We are not. The two things are factually,
philosophically and ethically diﬀerent. But there is meaning in analogy. The purpose
of this opinion is to disclose through an historical and rhetorical comparison, with all
the limits set to this exercise, that the underlying mechanisms between two hinge
periods, the Industrial Revolution of the XIX century and the Ecological Revolution
of the XXI century, both linked to our means of production and human rights, are
comparable; or at least convergent. With all the risks that follow from that fact.
The French oil paradox
France has a clear macroeconomic interest in making its Ecological Revolution as fast as
possible: the country does not have any fossil fuel reserve, and is extremely dependent
on importations of oil and natural gas while its trade balance is heavily in deﬁcit (83.7%
of it due to gas importations, i.e. US$46 billion a year) [40]. On the other hand, France
has a strong capacity for research and innovation that could give the country, with
appropriate investments, a clear competitive advantage in the development of carbon-
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free energies and technologies. Even so, and paradoxical as it is, the French people have
refused to accept an enhanced carbon tax designed to ﬁnance such investments: polls
showed an unprecedented support of more than 70% of the population for the ‘yellow
vests’ movement. Finally, the protests turned to a real insurrection, and media described
an atmosphere of ‘civil war’ [41]. For the ﬁrst known time since the Algerian war of
independence in 1958,12 the army had to be put on standby for domestic reasons. The
strong institutions of the presidential Republic founded by Charles de Gaulle were
questioned by a carbon tax; despite an objective need to green the economy.
Those events that occurred in the stable democracy and the developed economy of
France are raising important questions about the capacity of humanity, in general, to
face the challenge of the Ecological Revolution without going through very bad social
and economic turbulences. We should note that France has a Ministère de la Transition
écologique et solidaire. There is a political presumption that a process of change must
be inclusive of all society and is going forward, must go forward – transition. President
Emmanuel Macron eventually raised the question of the conciliation of two diﬀerent
schedules: the ‘end of the world’ problem, that the international community has to solve
with a long-term perspective, and the ‘end of the month’ problem, the budgets of
households, that citizens have to face on a short-term basis [42]. Considering this
diﬃcult equation of the political time frame, the Paris riots are worrying. They
challenge the future of the Agreement signed in the same city where France has
attempted to take the leadership on the question of climate change.
The history of the abolition of slavery teaches us that radical changes in our way of
life, questioning our economic and social models, could become violent movements if
reforms are impossible through political and peaceful consensus. Accordingly, we have
to admit the extreme vulnerability of democracies toward the Ecological Revolution as
United Nations and scholars have spotted the incompatibility of the capitalist system
with climate regulations [43,44]. Humanity must be concerned about the storm-related
issues that the state of law is likely to face since democratic institutions are appearing
incapable of organizing the rupture we need in our development model. We are racing
into a climate wall and the happy few who are trying to brake the momentum realize . . .
We have no brakes! Whereas the United States, a country of freedom, was struggling to
abolish slavery in the early XIX century, France, a country of research without any fossil
fuel reserves, is unable to abolish the use of oil in the early XXI century. Our democratic
institutions are weak and Economic Revolution, coupled with strong social demands,
may raise heavy political instabilities any time. In addition to this diagnostic, the rise of
social media is now creating direct interactions between people and, with the complicity
of malicious foreign interferences and fake news propaganda, those new forms of
communication are questioning our representative regimes. This situation can
obviously lead to uncontrolled and violent domestic movements such as the French
yellow vests . . .13 With all the menaces this represents for democracy and peace at the
international level.

Conclusion
Since ‘a white paper prepared by the Rock Institute has concluded that no system of
ethics would justify continued emissions of greenhouse gases by developed nations in
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excess of an equal per capita allocation of the remaining GHG increment’ [45], some
‘political commentators have observed that abolition is the logical endpoint of the
climate conundrum and have begun to speculate about the economic dislocations
involved under the mantle of – The New Abolitionism’ [2]. Accordingly, we can only
agree and subscribe to Professor Karl S. Coplan’s opinion that the ‘alternative response
to climate change – so-called adaptation – is also an unacceptable alternative to the
cessation of fossil fuel use’ [2] as ‘there is growing recognition in the public press of the
parallels to be drawn between ending our reliance on fossil fuels and ending the world’s
economic reliance on slave labor around the mid-nineteenth century’ [2]: ‘the Industrial
Revolution directly substituted fossil fuels for the work done largely by human slave
labor prior to the invention of the steam engine’ [2]. In agreement with Professor
Coplan, it is crystal clear that ‘comparing climate activism to the abolition of slavery’ is
not at all ‘to draw a moral equivalence between slavery and the burning of fossil fuels’:
‘they are simply not moral equivalents’ [2]. But it is also true that ‘there may be some
moral parallels between enjoying the fruits of slave labor (without being a slaveholder)
and enjoying the beneﬁts of a fossil fueled economy without regard to the human
consequences of that energy economy’ [2]: ‘a slave economy’s reliance on practically
costless human labor (with abject disregard for its human consequences) has obvious
parallels to the Industrial Revolution and the substitution of fossil fuel powered
machinery for human labor, with a similar disregard for the ultimate consequences to
the global ecosystem’ [2]. And this opinion, which some may consider radical, is joined
by other scholars like the climate scientist Professor James Hansen from the NASA
Goddard Institute for Space Studies and Columbia University Earth Institute in
New York who called the climate crisis a – moral issue – on a par with slavery: ‘the
most basic matter is not one of economics’, ‘it is a matter of morality – a matter of
intergenerational justice. As with the earlier great moral issue of slavery, an injustice
done by one race of humans to another, so the injustice of one generation to all those to
come must stir the public’s conscience to the point of action’ [46].
To conclude, I would say that what remains from this strange dream I had, travelling
space and time, is the idea that a ban, i.e. an abolition of fossil fuel might be the ethical,
the only just and environment-friendly, decision to take through strong and ambitious
legal reforms while other ‘environmental prohibitions, such as the ban on taking
endangered species or the ban on lead in gasoline implemented under the Clean Air
Act, have been more eﬀective in achieving their environmental goals’ [2]. But to achieve
this goal in the ﬁeld of fossil fuels, ‘the climate activism movement must mature’ in
order to reach ‘the necessary social consensus to implement abolition’ [2].
As ‘the public debates about abolition of slavery and abolition of fossil fuels are
carried out in remarkably similar terms’, we shall ﬁnally notice that, ‘until the colonial
era that Northern Europe became a small enclave of non-slavery’, ‘slavery was an
accepted cultural norm throughout the world, across nations and cultures’ just as ‘fossil
fuel consumption has been a culturally accepted basis for economic activity since the
burning of coal commenced in the 1700s’ [2]. Considering James H. Hammond’s fake
speech in homage to ‘King Oil’, I totally agree with Professor Coplan that ‘the rhetorical
parallels among defenders of the status quo are even starker: both slavery and fossil
fuels have been defended as nationally and globally necessary to support a minimum
standard of living’ [2]. Yet in contrast there is a bleak footnote:
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‘The Paris Agreement isn’t working out so well for Paris. Protests and riots all over
France. People do not want to pay large sums of money, much to third world countries (that
are questionably run), in order to maybe protect the environment. Chanting “We Want
Trump!” Love France.’ – Donald J. Trump (@realDonaldTrump) 8 December 2018.
King Oil has won the ﬁrst round [47]. President Macron may win the next.

Notes
1. (en): ‘Memoirs from Beyond the Grave.’
2. French original version (fr): « Nous aperçûmes la terre. Le cœur me battit quand le capitaine me la
montra: l’Amérique ! (. . .) Nous entrâmes dans la baie de Chesapeake (. . .) et bientôt je foulai le sol
américain. Promenant mes regards autour de moi, je demeurai quelques instants immobile. Ce
continent, peut-être ignoré pendant la durée des temps anciens et un grand nombre de siècles
modernes; (. . .); la domination des monarchies de l’Europe ébranlée dans ce nouveau monde; la
vieille société ﬁnissant dans la jeune Amérique; une république d’un genre inconnu annonçant un
changement dans l’esprit humain. (. . .) Nous nous avançâmes vers une habitation. (. . .) Des noirs
sciaient des pièces de bois. (. . .) Une négresse de treize à quatorze ans, presque nue et d’une beauté
singulière, nous ouvrit la barrière (. . .): ce fut une esclave qui me reçut sur la terre de la liberté. ».
3. The XIII amendment to the US Constitution was put to vote on 31 January 1865, a few
weeks before the ﬁnal capitulation of the Confederacy at Appomattox on 9 April 1865.
4. Yeas: 119 & Nays: 56 Qualiﬁed majority of the two thirds: 117 Amendment adopted by 2
votes. Available online at: http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/ampage?collId=llcg&ﬁleName=
068/llcg068.db&recNum=531.
5. New Jersey on 16 March 1865 & Delaware on 8 February 1865.
6. Kentucky on 24 February 1865 & Mississippi on 5 December 1865.
7. Around 0.06 to 0.07 € per liter of gas. Available online at: see https://www.capital.fr/votreargent/carburants-le-calendrier-des-hausses-de-taxes-et-leur-impact-sur-les-prix-a-lapompe-1303849.
8. Between November 17 and 28 December 2018, France has recorded 10 dead, more than
1,300 wounded, and more than 4,500 people placed into custody. Source: Le Figaro, 2018,
‘Gilets jaunes’: plus de 4.500 interpellations depuis le 17 novembre. Available online at:
http://www.leﬁgaro.fr/ﬂash-actu/2018/12/10/97001-20181210FILWWW00280-giletsjaunes-plus-de-4500-interpellations-depuis-le-17-novembre.php.
9. It is interesting to notice that the words ‘fossil fuel’ and ‘oil’ are totally absent from de 2015
Paris Agreement. Available online at: https://unfccc.int/sites/default/ﬁles/english_paris_
agreement.pdf.
10. ‘Human inﬂuence on the climate system is clear, and recent anthropogenic emissions of
greenhouse gases are the highest in history. Recent climate changes have had widespread
impacts on human and natural systems.’ Source: IPPC, 2014, Summary for policymakers,
Fifth assessment report. Available online at: https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar5/syr.
11. The number attributed to each argument ‘a’, between parenthesis, refers to the very same
argument used in the ﬁctional ‘Hon. James H. Hammond’ speech, 2016’ situated in the
supplementary text and listed in Figure 1 and Tables 2–5.
12. If not considering the obscure and controversial, i.e. uncertain but possible, role of the
French army during the events of May 68.
13. The ‘yellow vests’ movement in France originated as a Facebook group.
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